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A Distributed Algorithm for Workflow Recovery
Wanyu Zang, Meng Yu, and Peng Liu,

Abstract— Even though the automatic recovery techniques of
workflow have attracted enough attention in recent years, several
critical issues regarding the distributed recovery have not been
addressed. For example, if we do the recovery under sustained
attacks, in which condition the recovery can terminate? Is a
synchronized clock necessary for distributed recovery? In this
paper, we proposed a dead-lock free attack recovery algorithm for
coordinated recovery and answered related questions. We defined
different IDS report orders, and discussed the termination of the
recovery under the given IDS report orders. We also proved that
under specific situations, we have to freeze the recovery scheme
to guarantee that the recovery can make progress.

Index Terms— Attack recovery, self-healing, workflow systems,
transactional processes

1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed transactional processing systems (e.g., dis-
tributed database systems and workflow systems) are important
in most critical infrastructures such as financial services. These
services rely on the correctness, availability, and reliability of
the processing systems. Each transactional process consists of
a set of transactions or tasks1 that are related to each other in
terms of the semantics of a business process. Each transaction
represents a specific unit of work that the business needs to do
(e.g., a specific application program, a database transaction).
A consistent and reliable execution of distributed transactional
processes is crucial for all organizations.

However, it is well known that system vulnerabilities cannot
be totally eliminated, and such vulnerabilities can be exploited
by attackers who penetrate the system. We believe in that
at least four aspects should be considered while building
defense mechanisms for a secure, reliable system: protection,
detection, response, and restore. Current research pays more
attention to the research of protection, detection, and response,
e.g., access control of a secure system, intrusion detection of
both systems or network, congestion control of network, than
to the research of restore that recovers a system to normal
service level.

The attack recovery is important because no defense, or
detection system is perfect in the real world. Therefore, after
the attacker successfully breaks into the system, we need to
bring the system back to its original integrity level. Our work
focuses on the recovery from successful attacks.

In this work, we focus on those intrusions that inject
malicious transactions into a distributed transaction processing
system instead of the attacks that only crash the system. These
intrusions can happen in many situations, for example, when
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1We do not distinguish them in our paper.
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Fig. 1. An example of workflows

attackers access a system with stolen (guessed, cracked, etc.)
passwords or when some defense mechanisms, such as access
control, are broken by the attackers. Under such intrusions,
transactions and data may be forged or corrupted. For one
example, an attacker may forge bank transactions to steal
money from accounts of others, thereby generating malicious
transactions. For another example, the attacker may schedule a
travel with forged credit card information that carries incorrect
data in transactions.

If these malicious transactions were not recovered in time,
they would sooner or later spread misleading information or
damage to a lot of legitimate transactions and other hosts,
generating more trash data in the distributed system. To correct
the situation, the malicious transactions must be removed from
the system, and all affected transactions must be repaired.

However, the solution is not trivial. For example, the dam-
age can spread not only among transactional processes, but
also across hosts. The local view to the system is not enough
for correct and complete recovery. The global knowledge of
the distributed system is necessary to trace damage spreading
and repair damage.

In Figure 1, two workflows are processed by three pro-
cessors on three nodes (or sites). Branches in the figure are
the choices of execution paths. P1 : t1t2t3t4t6 and P2 :
t1t2t5t6 are two possible execution paths. In each execution
(or instance) of workflow A, only one path can be selected
(based on the results of task t2). In this example, P1 is the
execution path led by an attack, and P2 is the normal execution
path without corruption.

In the example, task t1 marked with “B” is the only
malicious task that is manipulated directly by the attacker and
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is identified by the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [23].
Due to reading corrupted data from task t1, tasks t2, t4, t8,
and t10 calculate wrong results. They are marked with “A”,
indicating affected tasks. Furthermore, task t2, based on the
corrupted data it reads from t1, makes a wrong decision to
execute tasks on path P1. In fact task t3 and task t4 would
not have been executed at all if t1 were not malicious.

From this example, we learn that the damages directly
caused by the attacker may be spread by the execution of
normal, legitimate tasks without being detected by the IDS.
Even worse, the damage will spread among hosts, like t1, t2
are on node 1, and t4 is on node 2. The local view to the
system, either node 1 or node 2 is not enough for correct and
complete recovery. The global knowledge of all the three nodes
is necessary to trace damage spreading and repair damage.

Existing techniques cannot solve above problems. For exam-
ple, intrusion detection (ID) techniques, which have received
much attention, can only identify the malicious tasks that
are manipulated directly by the attackers, like task t1 in
the example. For the affected tasks, like t2, t4, t8, t10, caused
by referring damaged data or incorrect execution paths, ID
considers them as legitimate tasks and will not create an alert.

Previous work [1], [28], [29], [32], [27], [31], [33], es-
pecially our recent work [49], [50], has built fundamental
theories and a simple prototype system for attack recovery.
Based on the dependency relations among the transactions,
which can be obtained through the analysis of the system log
or the applications, our system finds out all the damage and
generates recovery transactions to repair the damage. However,
some theoretical issues regarding the distributed system have
not been addressed. For example, the termination and dead-
lock of recovery. We will address these problems in this paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We have proposed two attack recovery models for transac-
tional processes in previous work [51], [50]. However, these
models ignored some important features in distributed systems
for the theoretical simplicity.

2.1. Unrecoverable Transactions

In a distributed system, we need to consider both inside
operations and interactions with the outside world. The formal
models in our previous work failed to formalize interactions
with the outside world. Since interactions with the outside
world are not recoverable, we use an OWS (outside world
site) to model the outside world. All transactions happened on
an OWS are unrecoverable. We consider all inputs obtained
from users and all outputs to the users happen on a user site
Su which is a OWS. All user’s transactions are called OWT s
(outside world transactions). For example, a transaction that a
user withdraws money from a ATM cannot be recovered. It is
an OWT and the ATM is an OWS.

2.2. Notation of Distributed Transactions

Existing attack recovery models also failed to describe site
bindings and process qualifiers that will be defined in the
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Fig. 2. Two transactional processes with forward domino effects

following example. Therefore, they are unable to describe
distributed transactional processes accurately. By introducing
new notations through an example, we will build a dependency
relation based model to describe all theoretical results in a
formal way.

Figure 2 demonstrates several typical damage spreading
modes. In the figure, each node (circle) is a transaction. Every
transaction belongs to a transactional process, e.g., w1 : t1
belongs to process w1 and w2 : t1 belongs to process w2,
where w2 is a process qualifier. When the location where
a transaction executes matters, we use a pair (wi : tj , sk),
which is called a site binding, to represent transaction w1 : tj
executing on site sk, e.g., (w1 : t1, s0) and (w2 : t3, s2) in the
figure.

2.3. Dependency Relations

We define dependency relations in the following since
damage spreads through dependency relations and executing
orders of recovery transactions are determined by dependency
relations. In Figure 2, the start node of an arrow will be
executed right before the end node, which defines a precedence
relation. For example, w1 : t1 precedes w1 : t2, which is
denoted by w1 : t1 ≺ w1 : t2. There are two execution paths
in w1. One is w1 : t1t2t4t5. The other one is w1 : t1t2t3.
w1 : t2 makes decision on which execution path will be
selected. The selection between w1 : t2’s successor w1 : t3
or w1 : t4 is called control dependence, which is denoted by
w1 : t2 →c w1 : t3 and w1 : t2 →c w1 : t4. In the figure,
execution path w1 : t1t2t4t5 was selected.

Assume ≺ is a relation on set S then we define
minimal(S,≺) = x where x ∈ S ∧ @x′ ∈ S, x′ ≺ x.
Note there may be more than one result qualified by the
definition of minimal(S,≺). For example, S = {ti, tj , tk},
ti ≺ tk and tj ≺ tk, then both ti and tj are qualified results
for minimal(S,≺). In cases like this, we randomly select
one qualified result as the value of minimal(S,≺). The task
scheduler is supposed to choose minimal(S,≺) to execute.

Once w1 : t2 is identified as a transaction compromised by
the attacker, and the selection of execution path w1 : t1t2t4t5
was wrong, the execution of w1 : t4 and w1 : t5 need to be
recovered. Furthermore, if w2 : t3 reads information generated
by w1 : t4, which is flow data dependence denoted by w1 :
t4 →f w2 : t3, the damage will be spread to w2 : t3. Note
that even though no message has been sent from w1 : t4 to
w2 : t3, they may still have data dependencies since they
may share data objects on the same site. Similarly, if we have
w2 : t3 →f w2 : t4 then w2 : t4 will be damaged as well.
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In the above example, damage is spread through dependency
relations. We can similarly define the other two types of data
dependence. If tj modifies data objects after ti reads them,
then tj is anti-flow dependent on ti, which is denoted by ti →a

tj . If ti ≺ tj , and they have common data objects to modify,
then tj is output dependent on ti, which is denoted by ti →o

tj .
All the relations →f , →a and →o are data dependency

relations and are not transitive. From the well known results of
concurrency and parallel computing, if tj is data dependent on
ti, then they cannot run in parallel or concurrently, and ti ≺ tj
must be satisfied. Otherwise, we will get wrong results.

2.4. Concurrency Restrictions in Recovery

We use a simple example to explain that there do exist such
restrictions on executing orders of transactions in dependency
relation based recovery.

Since the process qualifier and site binding do not change
the results of the following discussion, we remove them in
notations for the simplicity. Consider transactions t1 : a =
1, t2 : b = 2, and t3 : y = a + b, which are executed in
the sequence of t1 ≺ t2 ≺ t3. We have t1 →f t3 ∧ t2 →f

t3. Assume that t2 has been identified as compromised by
an IDS, so the value of b is corrupted. Therefore, t3 is also
corrupted since it reads a incorrect b. To recover, t2 needs
to be undone followed by redone. t3 needs to be redone. We
must satisfy the sequence of undo(t2) ≺ redo(t2) ≺ redo(t3)
in the recovery. Any other execution will get wrong results.
The precedence relations introduced by dependency relations
is called concurrency restrictions.

The concurrency restriction for transactions without process
qualifiers and site bindings has been studied and formally
described in [50], [51]. The concurrency restriction is also
caused by dependency relations. However, we can break anti-
flow dependency relations by introducing multi-version data,
as described in [51].

2.5. Transactional Processes

With above notations, transactional processes can be mod-
eled as (T, S,≺,→f ,→a,→o,→c), where T is a set of
transactions with process qualifiers, S is a set of sites that
are corresponding to a host or a processor in the distributed
system, Su ∈ S is an OWS, and all dependency relations
among transactions. With the model, we can trace damage
spreading in the distributed system, work out concurrency
restrictions, and solve other important problems addressed in
the rest of the paper.

3. RECOVERY ANALYSIS

Recovery analysis consists of damage tracing and recovery
scheme generation. Damage is spread through dependency
relations, including both data dependencies and control de-
pendencies. The damage can be spread intra-transactional
processes, or inter-transactional processes. Damage tracing
identifies all damaged transactions through dependency rela-
tions.

S2

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8

S1

Fig. 3. Overlap of Two Segments

We consider G〈T,→〉 as a dependency graph. Since trans-
actional processes can be modeled as a dependency graph, the
procedure of damage tracing can be described as a procedure
of chasing the dependency graph. Rules proposed in [50]
describes how to chase the graph to identify all damaged
transactions. A sink node which has 0 out degree will not
affect any other nodes even if it is damaged.

Recovery scheme generation generates recovery transactions
and execution orders according to the results of damage
tracing. The recovery scheme can be modeled as G〈R,≺
〉, where R is the set of recovery transactions, and ≺ is
the precedence relations. The recovery scheme generation
constructs the recovery graph increasingly.

3.1. Overlaps of Undetermined Segments

In a distributed system, message may arrive the destination
not in the same order as they were sent. An IDS may identify
damage not in the same order as the damage happened. These
situations affect the progress of recovery analysis.

Definition 1: If an IDS reports an incidents sequence
i1i2 · · · in, where for any ij and ik, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n, ij ≺ ik
then the IDS reports incidents in the temporal order.

It is possible that IDSs do not report incidents according to
the temporal order, then the situation in Figure 3 needs to be
considered.

In the figure, the IDS, or a message from other sites, firstly
reports t3 as a damaged transaction, which leads to t4, t7, and
t8 identified as damaged transactions. All these transactions
are in segment S2. Transaction t1 may be reported as damaged
after the incident reporting t3. According to the dependency
relations denoted by curve arrows in the figure, segment S1

will be re-scanned. There will be a overlap between S1 and
S2, where S1 ∩ S2 6= φ.

In the figure, since t4 has been identified as damaged in S1,
it is not necessary to re-scan all transactions in S1. We found
the following truth regarding the local recovery analysis.

Theorem 1: A Local recovery analysis can terminate for
a finite sequence of incidents no matter if the segment of
incidents are reported in temporal orders or not.

Proof: For each incident, the length of the system log
is limit since the number of transactions committed is limit.
Therefore the scan of the system log can terminate. For a finite
sequence of incidents, the scan of the system log can terminate
because the possible overlaps do not affect the total number
of committed transactions.
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Fig. 4. An example of temporally segmented IDS reports

3.2. Termination of Recovery Analysis for Temporal Reports

If damage is reported in temporal order, we have the
following results for the global recovery analysis.

Lemma 1: If all IDSs report incidents in the temporal order,
the global recovery analysis of minimal(T,≺) is acyclic, and
the transaction is identified by the IDS.

Proof: By contradiction. Assume that in the recovery
analysis, t ∈ minimal(T,≺) in the distributed system has
been visited twice. In other words, t is in a circle in the
recovery analysis. Since the IDS reports incidents in the
temporal order, the IDS will not report the incident including t
twice. Therefore, the second visit to the transaction should be
caused by damage spreading, say, the transaction is dependent
on other transactions happened earlier, e.g., t′ ≺ t which is
contradictory to our assumption that t ∈ minimal(T,≺).

According to our discussion, since t is not affected by other
transactions, t should be reported by the IDS.

Theorem 2: If all IDSs report incidents in the temporal
order and there is no further incidents reported or the damage
is contained, the global recovery analysis will terminate.

Proof: Since all IDSs report incidents in the tempo-
ral order, according to Lemma 1, the recovery analysis of
t ∈ minimal(T,≺) will not be cyclic. Therefore, t can be
recovered anyway. We can always choose minimal(T,≺) in
the rest transactions.

3.3. Termination of Recovery Analysis for Temporally Seg-
mented Reports

It is difficult to require an IDS to report all incidences
according to the temporal order strictly. We have the following
theorem to weaken the requirement to the IDS.

Definition 2: If an incidence sequence reported by the IDS
can be segmented into several segments, S1, S2, · · · , Sn, for
any ij ∈ Sj and ik ∈ Sk, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n, ij ≺ ik, then the
incidents reported by the IDS can be temporally segmented.
The time span that a segment Si covers is called the cycle
αi of Si. The cycle of an incidence sequence is defined as
α = max(S1, S2, . . . , Sn).

In Figure 4, the IDS report can be segmented into S1 and
S2. All reports in S1 are before those of S2. However, in S1,
the IDS reports t3 first, then t1. In S2, the IDS reports t7
first, then t5. According to the definition, the IDS reported
in Figure 4 is temporally segmented, but not in the temporal
order. If, in S1, the IDS reports t1 first, then t3. In S2, the IDS
reports t5 first, then t7. Then we can say the IDS reported in
Figure 4 is in the temporal order.

For task t, if there does not exist t′, such that t′ → t, we say
the recovery of t is independent. Therefore, for any damage
spreading graph G′〈T ′,≺〉 containing t, t ∈ minimal(T ′,≺)
if and only if t is independent.

Lemma 2: If all incident sequence generated by IDSs can
be temporally segmented, the global recovery analysis of
minimal(T,≺) is acyclic.

Proof: Since all incident sequence generated by IDSs
can be temporally segmented, each of them can be denoted by
S1, S2, · · · , Sn, for any ij ∈ Sj and ik ∈ Sk, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n,
ij ≺ ik. Assume that ek = minimal(T,≺) and ek ∈ Sk, then
for any ej ∈ Sj and ek ∈ Sk, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n, ej ≺ ek.

According to the discussion of the overlap of undetermined
segments, the recovery will not be pull back further than ek =
minimal(T,≺) in each segment.

minimal(T,≺) in the global recovery analysis will not be
visited twice for the same reason in Lemma 1.

As long as the damage chasing speed is faster than the
spreading speed, the recovery analysis can terminate.

Theorem 3: If 1)all incident sequence generated by IDSs
can be temporally segmented, , 2)there is no further incidents
reported, and 3)the damage is contained, then the global
recovery analysis will terminate.

Proof: According to Lemma 2, the recovery analysis
of minimal(T,≺) is acyclic, so its recovery analysis can
be done. We can always choose minimal(T,≺) from the
rest transactions. Therefore, the global recovery analysis can
make progress, which reduces the total number of incidents
to be analyzed. Since incidents reported has limit number
and damage is contained, which means the total number of
damaged transactions will not increase. Therefore, the global
recovery analysis will terminate.
Assume there are n sites in the system and Mi =
minimal(Ti,≺) for the ith site, then M = M1∩M2∩. . .∩Mn

is the recovery line. For any transaction t ≺ t′, t′ ∈ M , t does
need recover. The recovery line indicates the “left” boundary
of recovery. Any transactions on the left of the recovery line,
in other words, happened earlier then the recovery line, does
not need to be recovered.

4. DAMAGE CONTAINMENT AND REPAIR

Definition 3: A recovery graph is a directed graph contain-
ing all recovery tasks as vertices and precedence relations as
edges.
The procedure of repair is the traversal of the recovery graph.

If referring to the data in the recovery graph is not allowed,
we say the damage is contained. If no further revision is
allowed on the recovery graph, we say the recovery graph
is frozen. Damage contain requires that all data items gener-
ated by damaged transactions not to be referred until these
transactions are recovered.

When the damage chasing is done, the recovery graph
can be frozen. The condition to freeze a recovery graph
can be determined by several times longer then the length
of IDS report segments. By this way, even though overlaps
between recoveries may occur, we can guarantee the progress
of recovery.

Theorem 4: If a transactional process is acyclic, then the
repair procedure is dead-lock free.

Proof: Figure 5 shows the recovery graph (the right one)
constructed from a ≺ b ∧ a ≺ c (the left one). In the figure,
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a′, b′, c′ are undo transactions of a, b, and c. The recovery
graph is acyclic.

According to our previous conclusions [50], [51] (theorems
to generate precedence relations), all possible precedence
relations between undo and redo transactions are displayed in
the figure. Since the original transactional process is acyclic,
the recovery graph will also be acyclic. Therefore, the repair
procedure will be dead lock free.

Theorem 5: The repair procedure can make progress and
terminate if 1)the damage is contained, 2)the recovery graph
is frozen, and 3) all transactional processes are acyclic.

Proof: According to the definition of containment and
freezing of the recovery graph, damage will not be spread by
referring the recovery graph and the recovery line has been
identified. Since we can choose to recover any transaction in
the recovery line, the recovery line will move forward. In other
words, the recovery can make progress. Since the recovery
graph has been frozen. The number of recovery transactions
is limit. Furthermore, the recovery is dead-lock free according
to Theorem 4 since all transactional processes are acyclic.
Therefore, the recovery can terminate.

5. THE INTEGRATED RECOVERY ALGORITHM

Based on the theory of recovery analysis and repair, we
proposed an integrated recovery algorithm in this section.
Our algorithm includes recovery analysis as the first part and
damage repair as the second part.

We assume that the recovery components of the system, and
all related information and communication are trustable. For
example, we assume that all information is authenticated.

The following algorithm runs on each site for the attack
recovery.

1) Wait σ seconds, where σ < α, for the set of damaged
transactions Bi reported by an IDS or the set Bs reported
by other sites

2) Local recovery analysis generates 〈R,≺〉 based on Bs ∩ Bi;
3) Send all sj |wk|tl ∈ R as set B, where j 6= i, and ≺ to site

sj ;
4) If minimal(R ∩ T,≺) has been changed in α seconds, then

go to step 1;
5) do the repair according to G〈R,≺〉
6) go to step 1;

In the algorithm, T contains all transactions submitted by
users. We assume that recovery transactions in R consist
of undo transactions and redo transactions. R ∩ T includes
damaged transactions that need to be redone.

We assume that dependency relations are carried by trans-
actional processes. There are two kinds of information being
transferred among different sites during the recovery: 1) iden-
tified damage transactions, and 2) recovery transactions and
executing orders.

In the algorithm, step 1 to step 4 are for recovery analysis,
which generates recovery a recovery scheme denoted by
G〈R,≺〉. Step 5 repairs the damage.

Our recovery algorithm does not need a global synchronized
clock because the recovery, including the recovery analysis and
the repair, depends only on the precedence relations among
transactions. The precedence relations usually are integrated
in the specification of transactional processes.

6. RELATED WORK

Intrusion Detection. One critical step towards intrusion-
tolerant systems is ID, which has attracted much attention
over the past years [7], [34], [15], [13], [36], [39], [35], [20],
[22]. The existing methodology of ID can be roughly classed
as anomaly detection, which is based on profiles of normal
behaviors [16], [40], [21], [41], and misuse detection, which
is based on known patterns of attacks, called signatures [14],
[11], [42]. However, existing anomaly detection techniques
focuses on identifying attacks on OS and computer networks,
which cannot be directly used to detect malicious transactions.
Although there are some works on database ID [6], [44],
these methods are neither application aware nor at transaction-
level, which are the two major design requirements of the ID
component of the attack recovery system.

An IDS [23] can detect some intrusions. But, in a distributed
computing system, the damage directly caused by the attacker
may be spread by executing normal transactions without being
detected by the IDS. The IDS is unable to trace damage
spreading and cannot locate all damage to the system.

Survivability and Intrusion Tolerance. The need for intru-
sion tolerance, or survivability, has been recognized by many
researchers in such contexts as information warfare [12]. Re-
cently, extensive research has been done in general principles
of survivability [18], survivable software architectures [43],
survivability of networks [38], survivable storage systems [47],
[10], [45], [48], etc. These researches are helpful for database
survivability, but the techniques cannot be directly applied to
build intrusion tolerant database systems.

Some research has been done in database survivability. For
instance, in [2], a fault tolerant approach is taken to survive
database attacks where (a) several phases are suggested to
be useful, such as attack detection, damage assessment and
repair, and fault treatment, but no concrete mechanisms are
proposed for these phases; (b) a color scheme for marking
damage (and repair) and a notion of integrity suitable for
partially damaged databases are used to develop a mechanism
by which databases under attack could still be safely used.
This scheme can be viewed as a special damage containment
mechanism. However, it assumes that each data object has
an (accurate) initial damage mark, our approach does not. In
fact, our approach focuses on how to automatically mark (and
contain) the damage, and how to deal with the negative impact
of inaccurate damage marks. There are also some work on OS-
level database survivability. In [37] a technique is proposed to
detect storage jamming, malicious modification of data, using
a set of special detect objects which are indistinguishable
to the jammer from normal objects. Modification on detect
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objects indicates a storage jamming attack. In [4], checksums
are smartly used to detect data corruption. Similar to trusted
database system technologies, both detect objects and check-
sums can be used to make our techniques more resistant to
OS level attacks.

Fault Tolerance. The failure handling of workflow has
been discussed in recent work [8], [5], [46]. Failure handling
is different from attack recovery in two aspects. On one
hand, they have different goals. Failure handling tries to
guarantee the atomic of workflows. When failure happens,
their work find out which transactions should be aborted. If all
transactions are successfully executed, failure handling does
nothing for the workflow. Attack recovery has different goals,
which need to do nothing for failure transactions even if they
are malicious because failure malicious transactions have no
effects on the workflow system. Attack recovery focuses on
malicious transactions that are successfully executed. It tries
to remove all effects of such transactions. On the other hand,
these two systems active at different times. Failure handling
occurs when the workflows are in progress. When the IDS
reports attacks, the malicious transactions usually have been
successfully executed. Failure handling can do nothing because
no failure occurred. Attack recovery is supposed to remove the
effects of malicious transactions after they are committed.

The checkpoint techniques [24], [25] also do not work for
efficient attack recovery. A checkpoint rolls back the whole
system to a specific time. All work, including both malicious
transactions and normal transactions, after the specific time
will be lost, especially when the delay of the IDS is very
long. In addition, checkpoints introduce extra storage cost.

Distributed Computing Systems. De-centralized dis-
tributed computing is becoming more and more popular. In
distributed computing models, transactions specifications can-
not be accessed in a center node. They are carried by workflow
itself or stored in a distributed style. In either case, our theories
are still practical. We need to process the specifications of
distributed transactional processes in a distributed style.

In some work such as [3], security and privacy is important,
and the whole specification of workflows avoids being exposed
to all processing nodes to protect privacy. Our theories are
based on the dependence relations among transactions. The
specification can be best protected by exposing only dependent
relations to the recovery system.

Self-Healing Database Systems In [1], [28], When intru-
sions have been detected by the IDS, the database system
isolates and confines the impaired data. Then, the system
carries out recovery for malicious transactions. ITDB has
actually implemented the on-the-fly damage assessment and
repair algorithm proposed in [1]. In [30], the authors have
proposed a general isolation algorithm. However, this algo-
rithm cannot be directly implemented on top of an off-the-
shelf DBMS. ITDB has developed a novel SQL rewriting
approach to implement the algorithm. Finally, the design and
implementation of almost every key ITDB component have
been described in detail in previous publications [29], [32],
[27], [31], [33], [1], Recent work considering more detailed
dependency relations has been published in [51], [50].

However, this work is the first work on fundamental theories

regarding the feasibility of self-healing distributed transac-
tional processes.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a dead-lock free self-healing
algorithm for distributed transactional processes. We defined
different IDS report order and discussed dead-lock, progress,
and terminating problems regarding the distributed algorithm
by introducing a serial theorems. Our results can serve as
guidelines to design other dead-lock free and effective dis-
tributed recovery algorithms.
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